
The Protagonists Guild
A new media network from Logan Nye



Business Concept
The Protagonists Guild is a media network that builds online communities 
around entertaining, informational gamers and hosts.  

Videos, articles, and podcasts–including native advertising–generate 
advertising revenue, and attract audience members to live streams 

Live streams drive community, donations, merchandise sales and 
subscription fees 

Starting with military infotainment with plans to branch into technology, 
history, and science fiction and fantasy



Who we are
Logan Nye 

Former Army journalist and paratrooper 
Ty McNeeley 

Former Army drill sergeant and infantryman 
Thomas Crough 

Former Army journalist and awesome 
rock climber 

Blake Stilwell 
Air Force veteran, writer, and podcast host



Competitive Analysis

EmeryEXP 

A military veteran, live streamer, 
and model with over 100K 
Instagram followers

Smarter Every Day 

A YouTube channel with 
10 million followers

Military.com 

A traditional website with over 4.5 
million SEO clicks per month, an 
extensive email list, and large social 
audiences

Brands have successfully addressed infotainment/military fans



Target Audiences: B2C and B2B
The crux of TPG’s model is to build curious 
audiences and help brands connect to them. 

Primary audience of B2C is between 18 
and 24, curious, and is establishing their 
spending patterns 

Secondary B2C is a little older, starting 
families, and fans of military-themed 
entertainment like Game of Thrones and 
Star Wars 

Primary audience of B2B is brands 
targeting curious, smart audiences



Digital properties and strategy
TPG is a digital-first brand focused on internet natives. As such, digital presence 
is key

YouTube 

Primary distribution point for VOD 

Potential future site of livestreams

Main Site: TPG.gg 

One-stop shop of all content for super fans

Instagram 

Audience acquisition

Twitch 

Primary site of livestreams and community engagement

Podcasts 

Place for in-depth dives and discussions with experts 

Shows credibility and helps generate content/topics for other channels



Keyword Strategy
TPG believes strongly that curious people search out information, and so the 
best way to bring them into TPG is to catch them as they’re searching. 

Targeting “long-tail” phrases such as “US military top rankings” and “Bad 
military tactics movies,” or “Crossing the T navy battles.” 

Content generated to win these terms will help TPG eventually target more 
broad terms such as “tank tactics,” “naval warfare,” and “military technology.” 

As new fields, such as technology and history, are added, the groundwork for 
those SEO strategies will be laid ahead of time to start building relevance.



Campaign Objective
The primary objective of the first-year campaign is to build a large and 
connected community of listeners, viewers, and friends.

SpookyLoopz Ayrun

MMentalMess

Followers up 687% in 90 daysAvg. viewers up 70% in 90 days

Total views up over 17% in 90 days



Marketing Channels



Content Strategy



Mockups



Integrated Marketing Strategy



Marketing Budget



KPIs



Channel Analytics



Questions?


